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Location Land To The East Of Stratfield Brake And West Of Oxford Parkway Railway Station Oxford
Road Kidlington

Proposal Erection of a stadium (Use Class F2) with flexible commercial and community facilities and
uses including for conferences, exhibitions, education, and other events, club shop, public
restaurant, bar, health and wellbeing facility/clinic, and gym (Use Class E/Sui Generis), hotel
(Use Class C1), external concourse/fan-zone, car and cycle parking, access and highway
works, utilities, public realm, landscaping and all associated and ancillary works and
structures

Case Officer Laura Bell  
 

Organisation
Name Dale Townsend

Address 25 Cherry Close,Kidlington,OX5 1HJ

Type of Comment  Support

Type neighbour

Comments As a lifelong resident of Kidlington, I'd like to express my full support for the proposed 
Stadium at The Triangle. In my opinion, Kidlington is in urgent need of additional amenities 
and facilities, especially for the younger generations. In comparison to other areas of the 
Cherwell district, Kidlington falls below the average in terms of available resources and 
recreation facilities. 
 
Having chosen to raise my family in Kidlington, I strongly believe that this proposal will 
contribute to improving the overall quality of life for many generations of Kidlington 
residents. I envision this stadium as not just a place for sports and entertainment, but as a 
hub that will bring diverse opportunities to the community, particularly for employment, 
social engagement, and economic growth. 
 
I am hopeful that this proposal will result in the much-needed regeneration of our area. 
Kidlington currently lacks sufficient options for sports and recreation, and we also have a 
limited number of restaurants and essential shops in the village. With the introduction of the 
stadium, I anticipate a positive transformation, creating a more vibrant and dynamic 
environment for the residents. 
 
It is my belief that the stadium will not only provide recreational benefits, but also stimulate 
economic growth through increased foot traffic and the creation of job opportunities. 
Additionally, I see the potential for the stadium to attract a variety of businesses, leading to 
the establishment of more restaurants and shops in the village, thus enhancing the overall 
lifestyle and convenience for the community. 
 
Moreover, I am enthusiastic about the prospect of the stadium serving as a focal point for 
social and cultural activities. It has the potential to foster a sense of community and 
belonging, offering residents a space to gather, connect, and participate in a wide range of 
events and programs. 
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